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Certificates



➢ PHILIPS UV-C tubes operating in the UV light spectrum range (253.7 nm).

➢ Luminaire made of special glass, filtering the harmful- O3-forming radiation with a wavelength of 185nm.-
OZONE-FREE- guarantee for its safe operation in the presence of people and animals

➢ The powerful UV-C sources used in Quantum Medical devices destroy all viruses, bacteria, molds and 
microorganisms through their radiation.

Quantum Medical 
Talisman & PureAIR



Double shielding of the devices for safety at work

External shielding - by means of steel coated with a special antibacterial paint

✓ prevents viruses and bacteria from remaining on the surface of the device.

✓ WITHOUT yellowing or emission of direct or indirect ultraviolet light.

Internal shielding - stainless steel with a mirror surface is used.

✓ also serves as a reflector and amplifies the radiation by 28%, thus improving the efficiency of the

device.

Quantum Medical Talisman & PureAIR have two powerful, quiet and UV-C resistant fans.

✓ Through them the air is introduced into the chamber where the disinfection is performed.

Desinfection up to 120 m3/h.



Quantum Medical Talisman & PureAIR – principle of operation

1. The air enters the device by means of 2 fans located in its upper part

Unpurified air enters the appliance through an opening located in the lower back of the device, which is protected by

metal PREFILTERS, used to capture solid particles with extremely high efficiency - easy to clean and reusable..

2. Coming into a special working sterile disinfection chamber /made of stainless steel/, the dirty air is irradiated with

a powerful 95W UV-C source from PHILIPS.

The camera is made individually for each device. Calculates, depending on the strength of the radiation generated by

the UV-C source, the power and velocity of the air flow, which is necessary for UV-C (253.7nm) to penetrate the cell

wall of the microorganism and high-energy photons of UV-C to be absorbed by cellular proteins and DNA / RNA.

In this process, UV-C damages the protein structure, causing metabolism disorders.

As a result, DNA / RNA is chemically altered, organisms CANNOT be metabolized and reproduced, CANNOT cause

disease. At this point, the appliance has disinfected.



Quantum Medical PureAIR vs. Quantum Medical Talisman

✓ PureAIR: The UV-C luminaire and its OSRAM electronics used in the Talisman

have been replaced by PHILIPS for even more efficient operation. Improvement

after the tests - over 10%.

✓ PureAIR: Added TiO2 filter, which through photocatalysis, which is obtained by

irradiating it with UV-C light with a wavelength of 253.7nm. helps to improve

the performance of the device and radically improve air quality by reducing

odors and destroying microscopic particles that can cause disease.

✓ Photocatalytic technology is a step up from the air filters currently in use due 

to its ability to attack mold, viruses and bacteria in the air and on surfaces.



Specifications



Use and Partners

✓ Hospital rooms, operating rooms, clinics, laboratories;

✓ Pharmaceutical and food industry;

✓ Offices, schools, retail outlets, kindergartens;

✓ Hotels, veterinary clinics and publicly closed places.

✓ Children's Clinic of Neurology Plovdiv

✓ Children's Clinic of Neurology Sofia

✓ St. George Hospital – Plovdiv

✓ Good Mills / Sofia Mel / - Sofia

✓ VW- Plovdiv

✓ Alexandrovska Hospital – Sofia






